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Objective
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● We tackle the problem of food ingredients recognition as a multi-label
learning [1] problem.
● Propose a method for adapting a highly performing state of the art CNN and
act as a multi-label predictor for learning recipes in terms of their list of
ingredients.
● Finally, we visualize the activations and prove that the neurons are
specialized on finding certain ingredients.
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Categorical cross-entropy

Datasets

Ingredients101
Complementary to Food101 [3]. A reference recipe was downloaded from
Yummly.com for each class, summing up 446 ingredients.
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Neurons’ Activations
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Conclusions

Recipes5k
Around 50 different recipes were downloaded for each class in Food101 from
Yummly.com. Composed of nearly 5,000 images and 3,213 unique
ingredients.

Ingredients Simplification
Many of the 3,213 raw ingredients are sub-classes (e.g. ’sliced tomato’ or
’tomato sauce’) of more general versions (e.g. ’tomato’).
We propose a simplified version by applying a simple removal of overlydescriptive particles (e.g. ’sliced’ or ’sauce’), resulting in 1,013 ingredients
used for additional evaluation.
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The proposed model and the two datasets published offer very promising
results for the multi-label problem of food ingredients recognition. Our proposal
allows to obtain great generalization results on unseen recipes and sets the
basis for applying further, more detailed food analysis methods
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